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2019 年 4 月 托福口语机经预测 

启德考培产品中心 启德考培北京学校 

往月考题  

 3 月 3 日 

Task1 

What is the most common mistake that experienced teachers often make? 

Task2 

Do you agree or disagree with the statement: we should always be honest with 

our friends. 

 

 3 月 9 日 

Task 1 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of students evaluating the 

professors at the end of the semesters? 

Task 2 

Do you agree or disagree to preserve old things? 

 

 3 月 16 日 

Task 1 

If you are going to choose a roommate which of the following quality is more 

important to you. Cleanness, Friendliness, Quietness. (2016.11.13)  

Task 2 

Should we praise children for good behavior or punish them for bad behavior? 
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4 月预测题 

 Task 1 

 

1. There is going to have students’ TV show. Which show would you like to 

watch. Please give your reasons. Interview school leaders；Students’ debate 

on political and social topics；Comedy about school life 

 

2. There are some school fund raising events as follow, which one would you 

like to attend? Training in sport teams; Work behind a popular TV show; 

Working for national government office. Please include details and 

examples in your response. 

 

3. Recently the government encouraged citizens to use recyclable bags and 

started to charge plastic bags in the shop. Please discuss advantage and 

disadvantage of this requirement. 

 

4. If there is a chance for you and your friend to open a company, which kind 

of company or industry would you like to choose and why? Give specific 

explanations in your response. 

 

5. You are a university student who studies far away from hometown, so 

when you need to rent an apartment to live in, which of following quality 

do you care about the most? a friendly roommate; enough space of storage; 

near supermarkets or restaurants 

 

6. Which of the following do you think could be the best way to help 

freshman to get familiar with campus life: find a sophomore as partner, 

organize an orientation program or set up a help center? 

 

7. You are going to have an interview, but the location is far from your place. 

Which do you prefer, travel the long distance to have the interview 
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face-to-face or have the interview on the phone? 

 

8. Your friend has a bicycle, but now he wants to change it into a car, so he is 

going to take a part time job to earn money to buy the car, what's your 

advice? 

 

9. Talking about the disadvantages of move to a new place to live. 

 

10.  In what way will you help one of your friends celebrate her winning the 

award or some other things worth celebrating? Describe a behavior that 

many people may do in public that you find inconsiderate. 

 

11. The community in your school is going to start new courses at weekend for 

students to study, which of the following courses would you like to choose? 

courses on how to deliver a speech ； courses on improving your 

photography；courses on business skills. 

 

12. If there is a foreign teacher coming to your country to teach high school 

student, what suggestions will you give him for preparation? 

 

13. Which background do you think a government leader should have？A、 

military；B、business；C、law 

 

14. "If you have opportunities to do something for good causes, which of the 

following would you choose? 1. distributing meals for needy people 2. 

helping children build playground 3. seeing people in hospital" 

 

15. Some professors prefer to give regular quizzes. Some prefer to give 

surprise quizzes. Please talk about the advantages and/or disadvantages of 

surprise quizzes. 

 

16. Nowadays people find it hard to save money, can you talk about why it is 

harder for people to save money and what measures can be taken to 
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overcome and solve it to some extent.   

17. Which of the following one do you think is the best way to motivate 

employees in the company to do better? extra money as a reward；organize 

a kind of contest to select who is the best one；to praise staff on the website 

 

18. Your professor is planning to require students to work on all projects in a 

group. What is an advantage and a disadvantage of working on group 

projects.  

 

19. What do you think can improve your local community and make it a better 

place to live? 

 

20. Talk about an event happened at school that had a negative start but 

eventually turned positive. 

 

21. "Which of the following do you think have the greatest influence on you? 1. 

Family 2. Teachers 3. friends" 

 

22. "The school is going to open a new section. Which one of the following will 

you choose? 1. film recommendation 2. tips and advices about student 

travel 3. restaurant review" 

 

23. If your foreign friends want to travel in your country from place to place. 

Please give suggestions on the way of traveling. 

 

24. Which of the following functions of the smart phone will benefit students 

the most? 1. Listening to music 2. Recording the lecture 3.Taking pictures 

 

25. Things keep changing. Describe one thing you think you would never do  

ten years ago. 

 

26. What are the advantage and/or the disadvantage of attending a university 

in a small town or in a rural area? Explain why. Include reasons and details 
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to support your response. 

27. Compared with exams in the classroom, what are the advantages or 

disadvantages of take-home exams? 

 

28. One of your friends has been working for ten years after graduation. Now 

he is planning to return back to the university to further study, from your 

perspective, what kind of challenge or difficulty does he may confront？ 

 

29. "The activity you are most interest in: A: planting flowers B: picking 

garbage and plastic in the campus C: painting?" 

 

30. Which of the following characteristics do you think is the most important 

for a person who is going to start business? Being outgoing and friendly; 

being creative and imaginative; being well organized 

 

31. Talk about at least 1 advantage/ disadvantage about not being active on 

social website and social media. 

 

32. Your friend is going to attend summer school in order to graduate earlier. 

What's the advantage and disadvantage of it?  

 

33. Instead of printing books in paper version, the university decides to release 

only online version of textbooks. Discuss at least an advantage and 

disadvantage of this change. 

 

34. Your friend is going to keep a pet, but he doesn't have any experience, what 

advice would you give him? 

 

35. A friend of yours is planning to join an exchange program to study abroad, 

however, he will graduate one year late. What do you think about this plan? 

If your friend has a chance to study abroad for 1 year, but when he/she 

comes back, he/she will have to study for an extra year in school to get a 

degree. What would you recommend him/her to do? 
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36. The school decided to cancel the long summer vocation. So students have 

to attend school all year with some short breaks during holidays. Do you 

agree or disagree? Please explain the reasons.  

 

37. If a children museum is going to have an exhibition. which of the following 

theme will be the most attractive to children? 1.robot technology 2.deep 

sea marine 3.solar system 

 

38. If the government has a large sum of money, which area would suggest the 

government invest to? 1. space exploration, 2. Education, 3. Health care. 

 

39. What do you think is the most common mistakes that parents make in the 

process of raising kids? 

 

40. Talk about the advantages and disadvantages of rewarding students money 

when they perform well in school.  

 

41. Talk about a challenge you were afraid at first, and how you overcome it？ 

 

42. What are the advantages and disadvantages of requiring university 

students to take extra courses, like time management? 

 

43. "If universities are given financial support to develop researches, which 

one do you think would receive more benefits？1、make more accurate 

predictions about weather 2、clean rivers and oceans 3、explore outer 

space" 

 

44. You friend wants to learn how to cook, what suggestions do you want to 

give him or her? 

 

45. "When recruiting new employee, what is the most important quality? a. 

being excellent in the interview b. rich experience c. educational level" 
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46. You friend misses a lot of classes at school, so he asks you to help him 

review the final exam, but you are very busy with study, what will you do? 

 

47. Your professor is going to cancel the night class, but there is an upcoming 

test tomorrow. What would you do tonight, hanging out with your friends 

or preparing for the test? 

 

48. The school newspaper is going to have a new section, what content do you 

think will draw more students’ attention? 1) local restaurant reviews; 2) 

tips on traveling; 3) film recommendation 

 

49. Describe the advantage and disadvantage of family-owned business. 

 

50. Which of the following people can give most useful help in your future 

career direction:1) Teachers 2) Families 3) Friends Choose one and explain 

why 
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 Task 2   

1. Some people prefer to stay in touch with their friends and family members 

while traveling. Others prefer not to get in touch and stay alone. Which do 

you prefer and why? 

2. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Being polite is 

more important than being truthful? Explain why. 

 

3. Some people believe it is ok to take pictures of the paintings in the 

museums and galleries while others thought this is inappropriate to do so. 

Which opinion do you agree with? Give specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 

 

4. Some teachers think competition will motivate students, while some 

teachers argue competition will exert adverse influence on children. Which 

one do you agree and why? 

 

5. The community wants to help the senior people feel more comfortable with 

computers. Which one do you think is better? Giving lectures to them 

together or recruit students to tutor the elderly individually?   

 

6. Your university is going to allow citizens from the society to audit classes 

with undergraduates together without receiving grades or earning credits. 

Do you think this is a good program and why? 

 

7. What do you think of the idea? Children should listen or read news at an 

early age? 

 

8. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Employees 

shouldn’t send personal text or emails during work hours. Explain why. 

 

9. Some parents prefer to help their kids to solve the problems and troubles 

they meet, while some parents prefer to let their children deal with 

difficulties by themselves, which one do you think is more reasonable and 
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why? 

 

10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students should be 

allowed to use the personal computer in a math class and during an exam. 

 

11. Attend a university in hometown or attend a university in new city or town 

 

12. Some people like to use smartphone or other navigational devices to guide 

their road while traveling, some prefer to ask around. Which do you like to 

do? 

 

13. Do you agree or disagree to the following statement: It is more difficult to 

save money now than it was in the past. 

 

14. School shouldn't allow young students to use calculator during exam. Do 

you agree or disagree？ 

 

15. Some people prefer to stay in touch with their friends and family members 

while traveling. Others prefer not to get in touch and stay alone. Which do 

you prefer and why? 

 

16. Some countries have already permitted students to have the 

homeschooling, which means students take courses at home through 

Internet and don't go to school to attend classes. Do you think it is a 

reasonable choice? Please give your explanation. 

 

17. Do you agree or disagree that it is important to learn about the history of 

the city you stay in？ 

 

18. Family members or friends often talk about some controversial issues like 

politics. Some people prefer to convince their family members or friends to 

agree with their opinions; other people do not prefer to do so. Which way 

do you prefer and why? 
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19. Some people like to make decision based on their own experience while 

other people prefer to ask others for help such as family and friends. 

Which do you prefer and why? 

 

20. Professors shouldn't allow students to record class lectures. Do you agree 

or disagree to this policy? 

 

21. Do you agree or disagree to the statement: people should always 

participate in activities which they have talent in or are good at. 

 

22. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that the school should teach 

students about moral value? Please use specific details to support your 

idea. 

    

23. The government wants to build a factory in the city. It can increase the 

employment rate, but it will pollute the city. Do you agree or disagree? 

 

24. Do you think parents should protect their children from mistakes or allow 

them to make mistakes? 

 

25. What do you think of the idea? Children should listen or read news at an 

early age? 

 

26. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? We should let 

children use computers or other electronic devices as early as possible. Use 

specific reasons and examples in your answer?  

  

27. Some people like to speak immediately when they are in a group 

discussion while others prefer to wait and listen to others’ opinion before 

expressing their own. Which do you prefer and why? 

 

28. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that interrupting others while 

others are talking about something is impolite? 
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29.  Important business meeting should be face to face rather than using the 

technology. 

 

30. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Parent should 

protect their kids from difficulties so that they will not experience 

difficulties too early. 

 

31. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is acceptable that 

someone use other's influence to get a job. 

 

32. Your university is going to allow people in the local community to study in 

for free with students, but they can't get any feedback or grades on their 

papers. Do you think it's a good idea and why? 

 

33. Some professors prefer to answer students' questions in the end of the 

lecture, and others stop at different points to answer students' questions. 

Which style do you think is better for learning? 

 

34. Suppose your university has a tight financial budget, which one of the 

following areas would you suggest the school cut budget in?  Sports clubs 

(like skiing club) or academic clubs (like math clubs) 

 

35. Some people think with the development of technology and Internet, 

libraries will disappear, while others think libraries are always necessary. 

Which one do you agree? and please give specific details to support your 

opinion." 

 

36. The best decision is made by groups or by individuals? Please give your 

explanations and examples. 

 

37. We should be completely honest and open with friends. 
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38. Should parents discourage children from choosing some majors which 

might be very competitive to find a job in the future？ 

 

39. When giving feedbacks to students, some teachers would like to talk to 

their students in person while other teachers would give written comments 

to students. Which do you prefer and why? 

 

40. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that it is never too late to 

study for a college degree? 

 

41. Do you think the library should be a place for students to read books 

quietly or have discussion with others? 

 

42. Do you prefer to work in the company regularly or work at home flexibly？ 

 

43. Some people like making friends with same ages, while other people like 

making friend with different ages. Which do you prefer？ 

 

44. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that people should keep in 

touch with their family when they are traveling? 

 

45. Some people like to have their living rooms or bedrooms decorated by 

photos or paintings, while some people like to keep their walls in those 

rooms clean and tidy, with no ornamentation. Which way do you think is 

better? 

 

46. Hiking club or speech club, which club do you think the university can 

cancel? 

 

47. Which do you prefer: homeschool or sending kids to the public school? 

 

48. When you dealing with the difficult situations in your life, which way do 

you think is better? Humorous or serious? When meeting problems is your 
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daily life, would you like to solve it in a serious way or in a humorous way? 

Give your explanations in your response.  

 

49. Some people think that children should participate in sports team to be 

more socially developed. 

 

50. "Nowadays, many students have their own computer, so the university is 

planning to close the computer center, do you think it is a good idea? 


